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Overview

• Introduction

• Progress on film flow experiments

• Progress on jet flow study

• Analysis and FLOW-3D MHD Simulations

• Summary



FY02 Tasks are oriented towards fulfilling R&D
requirements for the deployment of liquid metal

modules in experimental physics devices

Emphasis
– placed on experimental investigation (lack of

verified computational tools for 3D MHD analysis)

Focus
– Perform LM experiments in MTOR with transverse magnetic

fields and field gradients for jets and film flows using GaInSn
– Understand the experimental results from an analytical point

of view
– Verify/Justify MHD Approach adopted in FLOW-3D code

(induced magnetic field  formulation with extended physical
boundaries)

– Design and analyze flowing liquid wall options (for long pulse
operations) in NSTX and other operating plasma devices



Plan decided at April 2002 meeting for M-Tor
GaInSn Experiments

Need to choose Proper Substrate Material for film flow
Previous film flow experiments used acrylic as substrate material

GaInSn does not wet acrylic
Liquid metal handbook indicates that Ga should wet MgO well
MgO samples ordered and tried

did not behave as described in handbook
Present option: platting a thin Inconel layer onto acrylic sheet
to produce an insulted substrate (later, an intermediate
metallic layer for copper coating)

Continue Performing Jet Experiments until
July ‘02
Transfer efforts to Film Flow Experiments
during the summer ‘02



Parameters of Interest and Scaling Requirements

Increasing T by a
factor of 2, M-Tor
is able to
reproduce the Li
Ha under NSTX
conditions

Flowing GaInSn at
3 m/s is able to
reproduce the
Reynolds number

The Weber
number can be
simulated by
flowing Ga
between 3 to 5
m/s

Parameter of Interest NSTX M-Tor
Fluid
 Operating Temperature (T)
 Density (ρ)
 Electrical conductivity (σ)
 Surface tension (γ)
 Viscosity (µ)

Lithium
 225 oC
485 kg/m3

2.83x106 (Ωm)-1

0.325 N/m
5.3x10-4 kgm/s

GaInSn
35 oC
6400 kg/m3

3.0x106(Ωm)-1

0.533 N/m
2.05x10-3 Kgm/s

Hartmann Factor (σ/µ)0.5 7.307x104 3.82x104 (0.523)
Reynolds Factor (ρ/µ) 9.15x105 3.12x106 (3.41)
Weber Factor (ρ/γ) 1492 12007 (8.047)
Interaction Factor (σ/ρ) 5835 468.75 (0.08)
Field Strength
 Toroidal

Poloidal
 Radial

0.318- 0.523 T

0.144-(-0.011) T
0.02 – (-0.04) T

0.6-1.12 T(with
ion concentrator)

Jet diameter (d)
Jet velocity (V)
Flow length (L)
Film thickness (δ)
Inclination angle (θ)

5 mm
10 m/s
46 cm
2 – 5 mm
21.5 o

5 mm         5 mm
5 m/s        3 m/s
45. cm       45 cm
2 mm         2 mm
5 o                       2 o

Hartmann Number BTd(σ/µ)0.5 160.  164.         164.
Reynolds Number ρVd/µ 4.57x104 7.8x104    4.6x104

Weber Number (ρdV2/γ) 746 1500 540
Froude Number(V2/gsinθ δ) 14251 ( for 2 mm) 14661     13157

iron flux
concentrators)



MTOR Experimental Setup Status

Alignment of different paces required to satisfy both
project needs (fast) and Student-thesis oriented research
(slow)

Two sixth fractional
core regions of MTOR
installed with flux
concentrators for
field enhancement
dedicated to ALIST
experiments

Jet
experimental
setup

Film flow
experimental
setup



Progress on film flow experiments

Film flow test article

Back view

0.25 mm thick
copper foil

nozzle

Inletoutlet

Film cross section varies
from 7 cm to 5 cm



Reproducing a similar NSTX Froude number in
MTOR requires a near horizontal film flow setup

Steps:

to begin film flow
characteristics study with
1-D gradient (simulating
the toroidal field gradient
observed between the
NSTX divertor outboard
and inboard)

to introduce a local
surface normal field near
the entrance (to reflect a
higher surface normal field
at the NSTX divertor inlet)
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Nozzle and Test Article Designs in MTOR
Film Flow Study for ALIST Options

A compression ratio of 5
over a 1 cm flow path
The curvature of the
nozzle represents ~95%
stream line

Back plate grooves for
ultrasonic transducers
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0.476 T to 1.4 T over 50 cm
(slightly lower at the inlet but

higher at the outlet as compared
to NSTX outboard divertor

toroidal fields)

Test article
inclined 1.75O

M-TOR field strength in Film Flow Setup
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Film flow characteristics with and without
toroidal field and toroidal field gradients

No B Field
Ga did not wet Inconel. Flow moves toward the center
and leaves bare spots on the sides. Need to plate copper
unto the inconel for better wetting.

Signal from ultrasonic transducer provides a 2mm thick
film. Flow meter shows a flow rate of 0.1 l/s. (velocity > 1
m/s)

With B Field
Flow rate drops significantly from 0.1 to 0.065 l/s. The
test section is completely covered.

The vortex structure is dampened while elongated/
stretched perpendicular to the flow direction (3D   2D)

Ultrasonic transducer stops working.



Toroidal field effects on Ga metal film
characteristics



Ga film flow without magnetic field

Test
section side
wall

Bare
region



Ga flows through the MTOR toroidal B gradient

Flow

Magnetic
field



With the addition of a surface normal field at the inlet,
flow has been reduced by 43% at the same ∆P

The surface
normal field from
the permanent
magnet is about
-0.18 T (goal: -
0.28 T)  on top of
substrate back
wall surface



Surface normal field effects on Ga metal film
characteristics



MHD effects on film characteristics (Normal field vs toroidal
field effects)



Progress on Jet Flow

Results have been presented during the
APEX electronic meeting (August, 2002)
and posted on the APEX web site.
One paper is under preparation, and will be
presented at the TOFE meeting (Nov.,
2002).



M-Tor Experimental Setup with Iron Flux Concentrators for Jet
Study
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0.95 T @
3400 A

M-Tor 1-D
Field
Configuration

M-Tor 2-D
Field
Configuration

(0.6, -0.026) T
at 3400 A

(1.12, -0.17) T
at 3400 A



Characteristics of NSTX Fields and M-Tor
Fields with Twisted/Tapered Poles
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The 1st twisted/tapered poles had a reversed
normal field strength profile when compared to
NSTX. This was corrected by the 2nd twisted/
tapered poles, although the field strength at the
inlet did not reach 0.28 T as we would like to.

Field strength for the 1st twisted/ tapered poles



Summary of GaInSn Jet Characteristics under
MTOR transverse field and field gradients

The NSTX-like magnetic field strength has
significantly stabilized the jet by suppressing
velocity perturbations

The stabilizing effect of the magnetic field
results in delaying jet breakup

The MHD Lorentz forces significantly dampen
the vortex structure

No quantifiable deflection has been observed
on jets passing through an NSTX-like outboard
divertor for both 1-D (toroidal) and 2-D
(+surface normal) steady state transverse field
and field gradients



Jet Flow
Characteristics

with and without
Magnetic Field

1D Magnetic field

V=5m/s

Re=78125

Ha=190

We=2.7e-4

Without field With field



MHD results in damping of vortex structure while
elongating along the flow direction

0A 1000A 2000A 3400A

Front View of Jet Images (2-D field gradient)
Pictures taken at Downstream ~ 2 to 4 inches •V=3m/s

•Re=46875
•We=9.6e-5
•Hat=130
•Has=6



Near-Term Plan for Jet Experiments-
(part of student thesis effort)

Entrance effect:

nozzle exit location with respect to field
and field gradient (present condition: 
nozzle outside the field region)

Quantification of MHD effect on jet breakup
length delay

3-D MHD Effect: to add a poloidal field to the
existing 2-D field gradients (the source of
deflection?)

Jet velocity    breakup length
       (woB/wB)

   2.1 m/s      14.3 cm/16.25 cm

   3 m/s      22.5 cm/23.8 cm



Analysis and FLOW3D-MHD Modeling

The greatest frustration with the FLOW3D-MHD
calculation is the much longer CPU time requirement

To speed up calculations, the ADI method (line
iteration) was applied to replace the previously
used Gauss-Seidel (point iteration) numerical
scheme.

Still too slow. After 3 months of calculations, Ga
only moved 10 cm under MTOR experimental
operating conditions.

To apply linear analysis to explain/understand
experimental observations



FLOW-3D MHD results show similar velocity evolution
characteristics when compared to DNS results of pipe flows

Without Magnetic Field With Magnetic Field

Cross-sectional U velocity contour plot and v,w vectors at
3.75 cm downstream (300x30x30)

Low velocity zone

H
igh velocity zone



U velocity evolution as Ga passes through transverse field

High
velocity
region

Entrained fluid for
mass conservation

Low
velocity
region

X = 0 cm X = 2.9 cm

X = 3.75 cm X = 5.9 cm

B



Qualitatively, experimental observations can be
explained by linear analysis (Davidson)
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Summary

Experimental efforts proceeded as planned
  

Both jet and film appear feasible passing through the NSTX-
like 2-D field gradients (toroidal and surface normal)

Need to add the 3rd component field (poloidal field) to
complete the exploratory assessment (steady state)

Mathematical and numerical schemes adopted in
the  UCLA modified FLOW-3D/MHD code provide
qualitatively correct results

Too much computation time needed


